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Genes and Chromosomes Model 

Overview 

Students work with bead and pipe cleaner models of genes and chromosomes to 

develop a concrete concept of this very abstract topic. They also apply this concrete 

model to the genetics of an alien space plant. 

Textbook References 

McDougal Littell 

Unit C Chapter 4, pp. 101-107, Living Things Inherit Traits in Patterns 

Prentice Hall 

Chapter 14, Section 3 pp. 530-535, Mendel’s Work 

Materials 

*Materials to be supplied by the teacher or the students are marked with an asterisk. 

 

Materials for the whole class 

 “Genetics Terms” word list generated from the reading assignment in the 

previous lesson. 

 1 transparency of Alien Plant Traits 

 1 transparency of Plant Phenotypes and Genotypes, page 1  

 1 transparency of Plant Phenotypes and Genotypes, page 2  

 1 scissors (for cutting pipe cleaners) 

Materials for small groups 

 1 set of Bead Boxes (2 boxes per set) 

Materials for individual students 

 1 long blue pipe cleaner 

 1 long pink pipe cleaner 

 1 short blue pipe cleaner (see Preparation section below) 

 1 short pink pipe cleaner (see Preparation section below) 

 1 photocopy of Plant Phenotypes and Genotypes, page 1 (from blackline 

master below) 

 1 photocopy of Plant Phenotypes and Genotypes, page 2 (from blackline 

master below) 

 *Science notebook 

Preparation 

 Count out enough long pipe cleaners to provide one long blue and one long pink 

for each student.   

 Some of the remaining long pipe cleaners should be cut into thirds (4” pieces).  

Cut up enough to provide each student with one short blue and one short pink 

pipe cleaner.      



Procedure 

1. Start by looking at the long “Genetics Terms” word list and discuss any 

observations that the students have about the words that they have seen or heard.  

Be sure to add any new words that were not pointed out that will come up in this 

lesson (homozygous and heterozygous will probably need to be added). Be sure to 

refer back to this list every time a concrete model used for the word comes up.  

This will help to reinforce all this vocabulary. 

 

Point out the word ‘chromosome’ on the list and pass out one long blue pipe 

cleaner.  Tell students that in our model the pipe cleaners represent the 

chromosomes. Mention that in the reading it said that in many organisms 

chromosomes occur in pairs.  

 

“If chromosomes come in pairs, what would be a logical explanation for where 

we get each member of the pair?” [We get one from our mother and one from our 

father.]   

 

Pass out the long pink chromosome and note that we now have a pair of 

chromosomes, one from each parent.   

 

2. Mention that the reading also pointed out that different types of organisms may 

have different numbers of pairs of chromosomes.  For example, humans have 23 

pairs of chromosomes (a total of 46).  Tell students that our pipe cleaner 

chromosomes are models of the genetic material of an alien plant and that this 

plant has two pairs of chromosomes (a total of 4).  Pass out one short blue and one 

short pink pipe cleaner per student.   

 

“Our plant has 4 chromosomes in all—one long pair (one long blue from the 

‘father parent’ and one long pink from the ‘mother parent’) and one short pair 

(one short blue from ‘father’ and one short pink from ‘mother’).” 

 

3. “Chromosomes contain the genetic material of an organism.  This genetic 

material is organized into packets of information called genes.  Genes give the 

instructions for an organism’s traits or physical features.”   

 

Show the transparency of the alien space plants, Alien Plant Traits, and ask 

students to describe the different features and the forms of these features that they 

see.  (This is similar to what they did in the previous lesson.)  Reiterate that the 

traits seen are coded for by information stored as genes on the chromosomes.  The 

physical trait (or outcome of the information encoded on the gene) is called a 

phenotype. 

 

4. Tell students that in our model, beads will represent genes. The different colored 

beads will represent different genes—that is, different blueprints for the different 

forms of each feature that we see in the plants.  Ask students to take two large, 

dark yellow beads and place one on each of the long pipe cleaners about half way 
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down.  Tell students that genes have specific locations on chromosomes.  Explain 

that this yellow bead codes for (gives the instructions for) the leaf shape of this 

plant.  A large, dark yellow bead is the blueprint for the plant to make long thin 

leaves.   

 

“What kind of leaves should this plant have as it grows?” 

 

[It has 2 large, dark yellow beads, so its leaves will be long and thin.  Note: We 

suggest starting this exercise with two identical, dominant genes.  In the next step, 

we will introduce a recessive gene.] 

 

5. Ask students to place a large, dark green bead on the long pink chromosome and 

to place a small, light green bead on the long blue chromosome.  Tell students that 

the green beads code for (give instructions for) plant height.  The large, dark 

green bead codes for a tall plant and the small, light green bead codes for a short 

plant.  Explain that genes come in different forms or flavors.  A green gene 

always codes for plant height.  A large, dark green bead codes for a tall plant 

while a small, light green bead codes for a short plant.  This is a lot like ice cream 

flavors.  All ice cream has a flavor, but sometimes the flavor is chocolate and 

sometimes it is vanilla.  Our plants all have a height, but some are tall and some 

are short.  

 

6. “If our plant has one gene coding for tall growth instructions and one gene 

coding for short growth instructions, what should our plant look like?” 

 

 Have a discussion of logical possibilities.  Tell students that this is a case of what 

is known as a dominant/recessive gene.  Whenever there is at least one tall gene, 

the result is a tall plant.  So in our example the plant would be tall.   

 

Ask students to exchange the green beads between the chromosomes and then ask 

them what the plant would look like?   [It would still be tall.  It doesn’t matter 

which allele is on which chromosome.]   

 

Ask what a plant would look like if there were large, dark green beads on both of 

the chromosomes?  [It would be tall.]   

 

Ask what it would take to get a short plant?  [A small, light green bead on both 

chromosomes.]  Stress this idea that it takes two copies of the recessive form to 

get a short plant. 

 

7. “Let’s add a gene to the short chromosome pair. Add a large white bead to the 

short blue chromosome and a large black bead to the short pink chromosome.  

This gene codes for flower color, and it comes in two forms—white flowers and 

black flowers. What should this plant’s flowers look like?” 

 

Consider the logical suggestions from the students.  Some may think white is 



dominant, others that black is dominant.  Still others may suggest gray as a 

possibility.   

 

Tell students that this is an example of a gene interaction that is called incomplete 

dominance (also known as co-dominance).  Neither trait is dominant over the 

other, so what is expressed is a blending of the two traits.  In this case it produces 

gray flowers.   

 

“What would it take to get white flowers?”  [Two whites.]  

“What would it take to get black flowers?”  [Two blacks.] 

“And what would it take to get a gray flower?”  [One white and one black.  This 

is just to drive the point home.] 

 

8. The gene for stem shape is also on the small chromosome and is represented by 

the purple beads.  

 

“A spiral stem is the dominant gene form (a large, dark purple bead) and a 

straight stem is recessive (a small, light purple bead).  If our plant has a spiral 

stem, what genes or bead combinations would give that trait?”  [Two large purple 

beads, or one large and one small purple bead.]   

 

“If I say that this plant has a mixture of large and small beads, where should the 

beads go?” Discuss.  Does it matter?  Discuss.  [One member of each pair goes 

on one chromosome, while the other member of each pair goes on the other 

chromosome, but it does not matter which bead goes on which chromosome.]   

 

9. Finally, let’s add our last gene to the long chromosome.  This gene is represented 

by the blue beads and codes for root shape.  It is another example of incomplete 

dominance.  The large, solid blue bead codes for a branched hairy root.  The 

large, clear blue bead codes for a single non-hairy root.   

 

“Our plant has a single hairy root.  What would its genotype be?”  

[Heterozygous—one large, solid blue and one large, clear blue.  This can be very 

confusing for students because there are two characteristics involved: 

single/branched and hairy/non-hairy.  In the previous example of incomplete 

dominance, a black allele and a white allele combined to make a gray flower.  For 

the root shape gene, the characteristics don’t blend.  They just match up in 

different ways.  The single root trait is dominant over the branched root trait, and 

the hairy trait is dominant over the non-hairy trait.  But the allele for single 

(dominant) is also the allele for non-hairy (recessive).  And the allele for branched 

(recessive) is also the allele for hairy (dominant).  So the heterozygous plant 

shows both dominant traits.  The homozygous plants show one dominant trait and 

one recessive trait—single, non-hairy and branched, hairy.]   

 

10. “Let’s go to the charts on the handouts called Plant Phenotypes and Genotypes 

and see what we can fill in for our plant.  We did not discuss what type of gene 
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behavior there is for the leaf shape gene (the yellow beads).  Can we tell by 

looking at the yellow beads in the boxes and comparing them to the other beads?”  

[It is dominant/recessive.  The hints are that the yellow beads come in large and 

small sizes; the larger bead is darker and the smaller one is lighter.]   

 

The code for the gene models is as follows.  The code may be difficult for some 

students, so talk through this carefully. 

 

a. Dominant/recessive genes come in large and small beads of the same 

color and the small bead, the recessive gene form, is also a lighter color 

than the dominant form.   

b. Incomplete dominance genes are always large beads, but have either  

i. different colors—black and white, or 

ii. different color types—solid and clear (as in the blue gene). 

 

11. Talk through the chart and fill in the physical traits and the gene combinations 

that are on our chromosome models. 

 

12. Use the gene chromosome models to work through the traits and possible gene 

combinations on plant #2 with the class and discuss the logic behind those 

choices. 

 

13. Turn the students loose to figure out what they can about the phenotype and 

possible genotypes of plants #3 and #4 and discuss the results. 

 

14. Review the “Genetics Terms” chart and clarify any questions the students have, 

using the models as a starting point for discussion.  For example:  “The genes are 

the beads.  A large, dark green bead and a small, light green bead are two 

different forms (alleles) of that gene.”   

 

15. Return to the transparency Alien Plant Traits, and number each plant 1-4.  Instruct 

each student to choose one plant and create a version of its genetic code using the 

pipe cleaners and the beads.   

 

16. After the students have completed their pipe cleaner models, they should 

exchange them with another student and see if their partner can identify which 

plant they made. 

 

17. Finally, have all the students who made plant #1 get together, plant #2, and so 

forth.  Have the students share the different ways they were able to make the same 

plant.  This should solidify the idea that dominant phenotypes can be coded for in 

more than one way (two dominant alleles or one dominant and one recessive.). 

 



Reflection/Discussion 

Ask students to review the word list and to write the definitions in their own words 

and relate them to the chromosome and gene models. 

Assessment 

Ask students to make up a code for a plant using the gene models and to pass the 

model on to another student.  The job of the second student is to crack the code and 

provide a written description of the plant with a justification for each of the traits 

described. 
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